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Global markets come roaring back in second quarter 

 

Despite the backdrop of a global pandemic that, by the end of June, had claimed more than half 

a million lives, global markets rallied consistently throughout the quarter, recovering much of the 

ground lost during the panic that characterised the first quarter. 

Global equities gained some 19.3%, after declining 15.4% in the previous quarter, while US 

equities jumped 20.6%, paring losses to just over 3.4% for the year. 

The rally was initially spurred in late March when US lawmakers agreed a $2trn support package 

– the biggest in history – to protect jobs and households. Optimism that such measures would 

continue fuelled the ongoing rally as did the news, late in the period, that the US, UK and Europe 

were beginning to ease their lockdown restrictions. 

Despite a brief rally during the quarter, ‘value’ stocks significantly underperformed their growth 

peers as the lockdown completely reshaped the landscape for dividend investors. 

Late in the period, the rally in ‘risk assets’ of all kinds appeared to be losing momentum as 

investors began to question where the next leg of stimulus might come from amid news of a 

second wave of virus outbreaks in China, Japan and Germany, its continued spread in emerging 

markets such as Russia, Brazil and India, and the realisation that the US was still in the early 

throes of its outbreak – despite many states having already eased their lockdown measures. 

Last quarter, we elected to make an ad hoc rebalance on 20 March, following a sharp market 

decline. It was followed by one of the greatest ‘risk-on’ rallies of modern times. 



Your portfolio benefitted greatly from this and from the prudence we showed when we reduced 

risk again at the June rebalance. Our ability to ‘reset’ our portfolios whenever the need arises 

enabled us to book profits for investors at every risk level during a period when it was clearly 

better to travel, than to arrive. 

 

 

 


